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PRC transforms lives and communities struggling with addiction, HIV/AIDS, mental health challenges, under or unemployment, and homelessness.

Donate Now
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Wrap Around
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FIND OUT how residential treatment and PRC’s host of “wrap-around” services are ending cyclical illness and poverty.


FIND OUT how residential treatment and PRC’s host of “wrap-around” services like emergency financial assistance, legal advocacy, and workforce development are ending cyclical illness and poverty.


FIND OUT how mental health and substance use residential treatment and PRC’s host of “wrap-around” services like emergency financial assistance, legal advocacy, and workforce development are ending cyclical illness and poverty.




LEARN MORE
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Keeping 278 people housed each day and night through treatment, homelessness navigation, and supported housing.




RESIDENTIAL SERVICES








Workforce Development
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Each dollar invested in Workforce Development generates $4 in new salaries and wages by individuals that were previously unemployed, underemployed, or dependent on public benefits. 


For each dollar invested in Workforce Development, over $4 are generated in new salaries and wages by individuals that were previously unemployed, underemployed, or dependent on public benefits.  Graduates saw an increase in income of over 200%.




WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
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In Their Own Words


“Every time I’ve

come to PRC, I felt like I was home. Even with my stress, anxiety, and depression, PRC has always seen my best side, and I’ve always been welcomed. Thank you very much for all the support you’ve given me – without this agency, I would not have achieved anything…”



— PRC Client
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Stay up-to-date with PRC







Sign up to receive PRC’s communications, invitations to special events, and announcements











Sign Up
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